
S2000 

20th Anniversary 20th Anniversary 

Items 

In 2009, he debuted in 1999, down the curtain of its history, S2000. The real open-top sports, 

even now after more than 20 years of Years from the debut,

Have a deep affection for many of the owners continue to be owned.

In the Honda access, respond to the feelings of such owner, in order for you to continue to run together in the future,

"20 years of MMC * "Based on the concept, Honda Newly developed genuine supplies."20 years of MMC * "Based on the concept, Honda Newly developed genuine supplies."20 years of MMC * "Based on the concept, Honda Newly developed genuine supplies."20 years of MMC * "Based on the concept, Honda Newly developed genuine supplies."20 years of MMC * "Based on the concept, Honda Newly developed genuine supplies.

All of this 20 years technology that has been developed in poured,

The cornering performance is one of the real thrill to manipulate the S2000 was polished to center.

The deepening of 20 years, while clothed in your S2000.

Now, the open-top sports joy and to tomorrow.

The joy of open-top sports, forever.

* Minor model change



Emblem is referencing in the original design, 

Ashiraimashita 20th anniversary logo.

F or P erfor ma nce

Knob adjustment front 5-stage damping force

In the adjustment knob in the damper mount portion in the 

engine room, 1 (light steering feel) to 5 to (firm steering 

feel), select possible according to the driving conditions and 

preferences.

To run to deepen the human car a sense of unity.

And grill, which claims the low-and-wide-seen in modern sport

s car, bumper face of design that the air has been built in a be

autiful flow so that. Bumper upper, center, lower part, and the

 side, the know-how of cultivated effective aerodynamic in Mod

ulo X everywhere was charged, it was both function and beaut

y at a high level.　

● The total length will be about 24mm long. (Compared with the standard bumper is 

installed.)

500 set 

limited sales

Trunk spoiler duck tail type

Unpainted (already primed)　

¥ 46,200 (Consumption tax ¥ 42,000)¥ 46,200 (Consumption tax ¥ 42,000)

Sports suspension

1 cars set / front 5-stage damping force with adjustment 　

¥ 170,500 (Consumption tax ¥ 155,000)¥ 170,500 (Consumption tax ¥ 155,000)

Side Strakes
Unpainted (already primed)　

¥ 33,000 (Consumption tax ¥ 30,000)¥ 33,000 (Consumption tax ¥ 30,000)

Mounting position

Front aero bumper

Unpainted (already primed)

¥ 96,800 (Consumption tax ¥ 88,000)¥ 96,800 (Consumption tax ¥ 88,000)

While suppressing the lift at high speeds, to improve lift 

balance, achieve a stable running feeling. By Dakkute Le 

shape, while a smart design with a vehicle and a sense of unity, 

we grant an effective lift reduction.

So as to correspond to the tire performance was evolved in 20 years, the optim

al tuning spring rate, the damping force. "Bend at will" with the response of the

 order, "Ahn boss was running" ground resistance and a following property to a

 road surface above the direction for. Pull out the very best S2000 unique corn

ering performance.　

● Car sales will be about 10mm lower. (Compared to at the time of a new car.)

It missed the flow of excess air being drawn into the rear tire house, 

reducing the air resistance. And strakes to be mounted on the rear tire 

house before how under the floor, configuration Aero plate to be installed 

in a portion that does not touch the eye of the inside. Excellent 

aerodynamic performance can be a get by the front aero bumper and 

trunk spoiler duck tail type and installed simultaneously.

Floor carpet mat　

Black / Red each color cross members with cover　

¥ 30,800 (Consumption tax ¥ 28,000)¥ 30,800 (Consumption tax ¥ 28,000)

For adjustment

Special tool (included)

20th Anniversary items

To space to accelerate 

the sports mind.

F or I nterior

Reprint articles Reprint articles

Remake of the staple items. Was divided into two parts before and after in order 

to cover the difference in level of the floor in both the seat, the comfort of the feet 

have a high order. The back is subjected to anti-displacement processing, also 

equipped with a dedicated e Ruda.

● Floor carpet mat and cross-member cover on the side of the driver's seat, please use 

fixed to always dedicated holder. ● order to be exchanged to a private holder, 

conventional floor carpet mat is not attached can.

※ license frame are not included in the product. <Reference> Photo of Roaguriru has painted with bell Rina black.



Unpainted (already primed)

1 cars set / front 5-stage damping force with 

the adjustment (500 set limited sales)

Unpainted (already primed)

Unpainted (already primed)

Black (with a cross-member cover)

Red (with cross-member cover) 
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Front aero bumper

Sports suspension

Trunk spoiler duck tail 

type

Riasutoreki

Footlights

Floor carpet mat

Audio lid

Body cover half type

Product Name

It does not include manufacturer's suggested 

retail price (yen) Mounting costs 
Standard 

installation time (H) 

Application

Remarks

Model: 

AP1, 

AP2

Consumption tax 

10% excl. Price

Product numberSpecifications

LED White Illumination (door opening and closing, 

small lamps integrations) / driver's seat, the front 

passenger's seat set

* It does not include painting time in the standard installation time. It will be installed to remove the front 

bumper of the standard equipment. The total length will be about 24mm long. (Compared with the standard 

bumper is installed.)

The TYPE S not be mounted. * Manufacturer option of Honda DVD navigation system equipped 

vehicles will be 0.8H. * It does not include painting time in the standard installation time.

It is the number of orders has reached the limited number. With regard to the future of your order, 

unless the cancellation occurs, you can not deliver.

It will be installed to remove the audio lid of standard equipment. The following parts will 

be required at the time of vehicle mounted. ① panel COMP NH167L 

(77251-S2A-902ZB) × 1 ② rubber, stopper (77255-S2A-003) × 2 ③ latch 

(77256-S2A-003) × 1 ④ spring (77254-S2A-901) × 1 ⑤ pin , spring 3x16 (94305-30162) 

× 2 * manufacturer option of Honda DVD navigation system equipped vehicles

It will be 3.8H. It will be installed to remove the standard equipment of the suspension. Car sales will be about 

10mm lower. (Compared to at the time of a new car.)

* It does not include painting time in the standard installation time. Mall 2 colors (black / gray) have been 

shipped. Your favorite color 1 Irosen and-option, please tell us in the sales company.

* Model AP1-130,135,200 / AP2-100,110 will be 0.3H. Floor carpet mat and cross-member 

cover on the side of the driver's seat, please use fixed to always dedicated e Ruda. In 

order to be exchanged to a private holder, conventional floor carpet mat can not be 

installed.

S2000 20th Anniversary logo 

(2,000 limited sales)

2,000 limited 

sales

While achieving the unity of the center console of the texture and design of the S2000, tighten the facial 

expression of the driver's space, 20th Anniversary items. S2000 and print the 20th anniversary logo on 

the hairline film of black tone. To produce a premium sense of Onriwa down.

● There are additional components required when the vehicle is mounted. Please check the remarks column of the accessories list for more information.

Audio lid　S2000 20th Anniversary logoAudio lid　S2000 20th Anniversary logo

¥ 8,800 (Consumption tax ¥ 8,000)¥ 8,800 (Consumption tax ¥ 8,000)

A popular item in S2000. Bright lights at the time of getting on and off, and in light of the gently feet in 

conjunction with the small lamp.

Footlights

LED White Illumination (door opening and closing, small lamps integrations) / driver's seat, the front passenger's seat set 

¥ 13,200 (Consumption tax ¥ 12,000)¥ 13,200 (Consumption tax ¥ 12,000)

● : You can apply ◎: it will be installed to remove the standard equipment.

※ Depending on the state of the vehicle, or if a separate spare parts can not be mounted, there are times when such as adjustment expenses is required.

Body cover half type

¥ 18,700 (Consumption tax ¥ 17,000)¥ 18,700 (Consumption tax ¥ 17,000)

Changing the traditional blue fabric of polyester material with excellent durability in black, renewal. The soft 

top in the snug of genuine unique, protected from etc. rain and scratches to meet the owner of the feelings 

you want to ride to cherish.

20th anniversary logo tag

Accessories list

In order to protect the car.

F or G uard

It is the number of orders has reached the limited number. With regard to the future of your order, unless 

the cancellation occurs, you can not deliver.



● Price is the reference price in the manufacturer's suggested retail price that does not include the installation costs (consumption tax 10% included). ● Depending on the accessories, you might have to work to the body is required. ● photo may look different from the actual color tone in relation to the shooting.　

■ Mounting expenses, vary depending on the sales company. Please contact your sales company for details. ■ specifications and price than those of 2020 of February, it is subject to change without notice.

(Guarantee of footlights / body cover half type / floor carpet mat / audio lid) the warranty period　1 year from the date of purchase. H(Guarantee of footlights / body cover half type / floor carpet mat / audio lid) the warranty period　1 year from the date of purchase. H

owever, the travel distance even within the period is up to 20,000㎞. Guarantee can not matter

(1) The following matters will not be warranty repairs. 

<All Items>

● It is available for a limited time for one year. It will be discontinued in the February 19 orders worth 2021 years. ● Orders for production, will take approximately four months from order to delivery time. The status of your

 order, it may take more time.　

<Sports suspension, audio lid>

Notes on sale

Warranty

(2) The following costs will not be borne.

① instruction manual and labels such instructions such as, prohibition, failure or damage due to the use contrary to the Notes. In the case of ② it was clearly caused by the mounting deficiencies in the product to fail. (Adhesion, sticking, erroneous assembly, etc.) ③ or when attached to a 

predetermined location other than the movement of the mounting location after purchasing, failure or damage from dropping. ④ when mounted on a vehicle other than the product application. ⑤ fire, salt damage, gas damage, earthquake, wind and flood damage, failure or damage caused 

by lightning and other natural disasters. Failure or damage due to ⑥ raindrops. (Footlights only) ⑦ normal use, if the wear generated in the course of use. Process in the trouble that occurs at the time of ⑧.

(Painted surfaces, plated surfaces, fabrics acids, such as natural discoloration of gums such as surface) ⑨ If the mounting problems, such as by the vehicle individual difference of customers has occurred. ⑩

If there is no guarantee of your presentation. ⑪ your purchase date to the warranty, the customer name, if there is no entry of predetermined items such as sales company. Or rewritten description lexical.

Repair other than the sales company of ①Honda, when it is adjusted cost. ② due to the fact that could not be used a car, inconvenience and loss, etc. (phone bills, car rental allowance, leave compensation, commercial loss, etc.) cost of.

(Front aero bumper / Riasutoreki / trunk spoiler duck tail type of warranty) Warranty period 1 year from the date of purchase.　How(Front aero bumper / Riasutoreki / trunk spoiler duck tail type of warranty) Warranty period 1 year from the date of purchase.　How(Front aero bumper / Riasutoreki / trunk spoiler duck tail type of warranty) Warranty period 1 year from the date of purchase.　How

ever, the travel distance even within the period is up to 20,000㎞.

Guarantee can not matter 

(1) The following matters will not be warranty repairs. 

(2) The following costs will not be borne.

① instruction manual and labels such instructions such as, prohibition, failure or damage due to the use contrary to the Notes. In the case of ② it was clearly caused by the mounting deficiencies in the product to fail. (Adhesion, sticking, erroneous assembly, etc.) ③ or when attached to a 

predetermined location other than the movement of the mounting location after purchasing, failure or damage from dropping. ④ when mounted on a vehicle other than the product application. ⑤ fire, salt damage, gas damage, earthquake, wind and flood damage, failure or damage caused 

by lightning and other natural disasters. ⑥ normal use, the case of wear that occurred in the course of use. Process in the trouble that occurs at the time of ⑦. (Painted surfaces, plated surfaces, fabrics acids, such as natural discoloration of gums such as surface) ⑧ If the mounting 

problems, such as by the vehicle individual difference of customers has occurred. ⑨ If you do not have your presentation of the warranty. ⑩ purchase up date to the warranty, the customer name, if there is no entry of predetermined items such as sales company. Or rewritten description 

lexical.

Repair other than the sales company of ①Honda, when it is adjusted cost. ② due to the fact that could not be used a car, inconvenience and loss, etc. (phone bills, car rental allowance, leave compensation, commercial loss, etc.) cost of. (3) coating, 

matters relating to construction, etc., does not guarantee repair.

① problems related to painting. ② problems related to construction. (Warranty mating portion of the gap and the difference in level of parts, etc.) ※ left matters, will be the guarantee of in accordance with assurance standards set by dealer. For guaranteed Description, please consult 

with your dealer.

(Sports suspension of warranty) Warranty period 1 year from the date of purchase. However, the travel distance even within the period is up to (Sports suspension of warranty) Warranty period 1 year from the date of purchase. However, the travel distance even within the period is up to 

20,000㎞. Guarantee can not matter

(1) The following matters will not be warranty repairs. 

(2) The following costs will not be borne.

① instruction manual and labels such instructions such as, prohibition, failure or damage due to the use contrary to the Notes. In the case of ② it was clearly caused by the mounting deficiencies in the product to fail. (Assembly failure, adjustment failure) ③ or when attached to a 

predetermined location other than the movement of the mounting location after purchasing, failure or damage from dropping. ④ when mounted on a vehicle other than the product application. ⑤ race, in the case of a failure of the car, such as the abuse or, in general by the rally attributed to 

the travel of a place that does not travel. ⑥ fire, salt damage, gas damage, earthquake, wind and flood damage, failure or from lightning and other natural disasters damage. ⑦ also consumable parts natural consumed in normal use method, wear, if you deterioration. (Sea water, damage 

due to the occurrence of rust due to the adhesion of such snow melting agents, including product defects) ⑧ damage caused by the combination with other companies suspend Deployment related parts, product to fail. ⑨ If the mounting problems, such as by the vehicle individual difference 

of customers has occurred. ⑩ traveling and, in the case of the absence of sensory phenomena function on impact. ⑪ If you do not have your presentation of the warranty. ⑫ your purchase date to the warranty, the customer name, if there is no entry of predetermined items such as sales 

company. Or rewritten description lexical.

● Sports suspension is 500 sets, audio lid will be 2,000 of the sales of limited quantity. Even 2021, February 19, days before, will be discontinued at the time it reaches the limited number.

The product of our production had you purchase, when a defect in materials or manufacturing occurs, each in accordance with the terms and conditions shown below, we will free repair it. Warranty repair is done by the 

exchange or repair of parts. It should be noted that the removed parts will be our own.

Repair other than the sales company of ①Honda, when it is adjusted cost. ② due to the fact that could not be used a car, inconvenience and loss, etc. (phone bills, car rental allowance, leave compensation, commercial loss, etc.) cost of.

ht tps:. // www.honda .co jp / ACCESS /




